
100% Plastic No Steel 
Our Admiral Line Does do not use the so called  
“Hybrid” Steel framing.  Our container are 100% 
Plastic.  The metal framing used by other companies 

does not solve the container rust issues.  Our containers are 100% 
rust proof.   One Piece HDPE Unibody Construction.

Low Noise Level 
Our Plastic containers are much quieter than steel 
dumpsters.

Anti-Sagging 
Our Containers have an anti-sagging structure built 
into the bottom.  This prevents the bottom of the 
container from sagging.  None of our competitors 
have feature in their design.

No Metal Pockets
No need for pocket weld repairs or painting unlike 
Hybrid containers where the pockets are made of 
steel.  

Quick Caster Change 
Casters are easy to install and change if 
replacement is needed in the field and containers 
requires no added assembly.

Serialization 
All Bearicuda® Containers are serialized for 
managing inventory and traceability.

Custom Labeling 
We can provide customer labeling whether it would 
be through a heat transfer label, decal label, or 
stencil.
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The Bearicuda® Admiral™ One Piece HDPE Unibody Advantage  
Over Hybrid Containers

Wall Thickness
Heavy duty wall thickness, our containers have the 
thickest walls on the market.  In some instances, 
our wall thickness is double our competitors.  

ANSI 
Meets ANSI requirements and compatible with 
front or rear load lifting systems.

Trunnion Bar 
1.5” that uses a gusset as additional support.

UV Resistance 
UV resistance adds years of life to any kind of 
degradation and color fading from the sun.

Low Maintenance 
Dent and graffiti resistant, easy to clean.

Lid Lock Bars
Lid Lock bars available in automatic and manual 
systems.

Custom Colors 
Choose the color that fits your image.
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Bearicuda Inc.
3 West Street, Litchfield, CT 06759
877-232-7428  |  bearicuda.com

100% Poly   vs   Hybrid


